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Release date: 10/01/2020 Thematic: Search and Rescue and Emergency Medical Response 

Authors (institutions) Rationale: This report aims at supporting EC policy makers to build 
the Research & Innovation agenda. It summarizes the outputs 
produced by FIRE-IN network of practitioners in the 2018-2019 
period. About 30 experts gathered in two workshops, Feb 2018 and 
Feb 2019. They defined the capability gaps face to three scenarios and 
shared some promising best practices that would benefit upscaling. 
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Scenarios: Planning a campaign of search and rescue in a mountain area.  

Performing a big search and rescue operation in a natural environment.  

Multiple structural collapses in buildings due to an earthquake.  

 

Key Challenges 

 Topic Description 

1 Pre-planning Difficulty to link different agencies at different level (local-regional-
national). 

2 Training and 
exercises 

Data base of past events for lessons learned. 

3 Community 
involvement 

When there is an event, we have too many victims and not enough 
first responders. We have two situations, so two challenges: 

 Too many people / citizens involved 

 Not enough first responders 

4 Knowledge cycle The low frequency of those high impact emergencies does not allow 
to have the opportunity to learn frequently from them.  

5 Training and exercise Cooperation between different agencies 

 Liaison officer 

 Training together to coordinate the act zones 
Cooperation with different agencies sharing exercises 

6 Pre-planning  Common structures of command coordination & control procedures 
between different agencies.  

7 Knowledge/personnel  Certifications of competences.  

8 Situation assessment  Interoperability of different agencies. Create opportunity for the 
different agencies involved to interact and work together easily. 

9 Training and 
exercises 

Methodology, procedures, checks lists, guidelines, protocols for 
each scenario. Special training and exercises between different kinds 
of rescue teams. 

10 Pre-planning  Pre-plan a time-efficient and safe response, minimizing responder’s 
engagement. 
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Best practices 

Challenge n° Description Provider 

e.g. 3 Before the responders arrive, most people try to help.  
- How to train people? 
- How to motivate people? 
- How to prepare people? 
- How can we involve the education system / schools? 

What information can be given to young people? 

To be developed 

e.g. 2 & 4 Use real environment for the exercises (on site) with 
associated partners (official teams, volunteers agencies) 
Creating not only national Learning schools in disaster 
management , but European SCHOOL 

Annika Coll (Madrid 
Firefighters – USAR)  
USAR operations to 
coordinate the 
response.  

e.g. 3 You must prepare your home, your family: the preparation 
of the community must be thought and several steps are 
necessary=> How can we classify the population by 
category?  
For example, the ABC system exists:  

A. I’m fine (my family too) and I can help  
B. I’m fine but I’m busy (I need to help my family)  
C. I need help  
 

Felix Lotan (Emergency 
Medical Services 
Israel) 
In Israel:  

Children at 11 years old 
are taught about SAR 
(especially tools).  
 

e.g. 4 Prioritize response and resources allocation to avoid the 
collapse of the emergency response system:  

 There is a need to shift the focus from minimizing 
potential damages to reducing the collapse of the 
emergency response system for the final scenario, 
considering different values, applying triage 
techniques.  

 Anticipate probable alternative final scenarios. 
Prioritize to grant the availability of responders, logisticians, 
other resources and key specialists (mobility, effort 
management, external aids, responders’ health…) and also 
grant a shared understanding. 

Stefano Grimaz 
(University of Udine) 
Use the structural 
triage as a way to avoid 
collapse using a rapid 
assessment of 
treatment.  

e.g. 10 Package and pre-positioning modules of resources, 
equipment and logistics for quick transport, and easy 
tracking. 
Plan its mobilization. 

Irakli West (Heavy 
Rescue Germany)  
System OSIRAS: Use of 
light containers as a 
light modules available 
for transport.  

e.g. 5, 6  Boost organizations that facilitate the coordination and 
work between different agencies allowing 
intercommunications and integrated mechanisms and 
procedures.  

Stefania Fiore (CNVVF):  
DGECHO mechanism 
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More topics 
 

Key Challenges 

 Topic Description 

1 High flow of 
responders in 

hostile 
environment. 

To sustain efforts in time inside a hostile environment, the flow of resources 
should be organised and tracked from outside, forecasting changes in the 
scenario and in available resources. Responders tactics should order these 
efforts, maintaining a balance between the reduction of actual and potential 
damages and responder’s risk, and between gathering relevant information 
and managing the known risk. 

2 High Impact, 
Low Frequency 
Emergencies 

To develop capabilities in fire services and society in front of low frequency 
emergencies. Main efforts are in preparing and learning, as an organization. 
From anticipated, complex, probable scenarios, solutions and level of risk 
should be negotiated and exercised with stakeholders, capabilities in the fire 
service should be either standardized or specialized, and make communities 
aware of the limits of protection from the fire service, and their role as agents 
in the emergency. 

3 Multi-agency / 
Multi-
leadership  
Environment 

Cross-border scenarios are a good opportunity for building capabilities to 
integrate this distributed decision- making in the fire agencies, but a larger 
European Framework that facilitates building this capacities in the agencies 
should be build. 

4 High level of 
uncertainty 

In highly dynamic emergencies, where unexpected risks and opportunities 
emerge, where changes are greater than the capacity to communicate about 
them, we need to maintain the initiative and the credibility. 
Strategies during the emergency focus on resiliency of the society as a whole, 
on maintaining the initiative over the emergency, providing a predictable 
environment for operations, involving the public as agents of the emergency, 
and on reducing potential uncertain chain events. Most effort should be done 
preparing for and learning for this scenario, this time as a society. When this 
event occurs, there is a small window of opportunity to focus on cultural 
changes in risk tolerance and resiliency, building capacities in the whole 
emergency system towards a more integral risk management, and focusing on 
governance for resiliency. 
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